Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) begins from a context, given as a binary relation between some objects and some attributes, and derives a lattice of concepts, where each concept is given as a set of objects and a set of attributes, such that the first set consists of all objects that satisfy all attributes in the second, and vice versa. Many applications, though, provide contexts with quantitative information, telling not just whether an object satisfies an attribute, but also quantifying this satisfaction. Contexts in this form arise as rating matrices in recommender systems, as occurrence matrices in text analysis, as pixel intensity matrices in digital image processing, etc. Such applications have attracted a lot of attention, and several numeric extensions of FCA have been proposed. We propose the framework of proximity sets (proxets), which subsume partially ordered sets (posets) as well as metric spaces. One feature of this approach is that it extracts from quantified contexts quantified concepts, and thus allows full use of the available information. Another feature is that the categorical approach allows analyzing any universal properties that the classical FCA and the new versions may have, and thus provides structural guidance for aligning and combining the approaches.
Proxets

Definition, intuition, examples
Notation. Throughout the paper, the order and lattice structure of the interval [0, 1] are denoted by ≤, ∧ and ∨, whereas · denotes the multiplication in it. 
Definition 2.1 A proximity over a set A is a map ( ⊢ )
:
Examples.
The first example of a proxet is the interval [0, 1] itself, with the proximity (x ⊢ y ) [ 
A wide family of examples follows from the fact that proximity sets (proxets) generalize partially ordered sets (posets), in the sense that any poset S can be viewed as a proxet WS , with the proximity induced by the partial ordering ⊑ S as follows:
The proxet WS is intensional if and only if S is just a preorder, in the sense that the relation ⊑ S is just transitive and reflexive. The other way around, any (intensional) proxet A induces two posets (resp. preorders), ΥA and ΛA, with the same underlying set and
Since the constructions W, Υ and Λ, extended on maps, preserve monotonicity, a categorically minded reader can easily confirm that we have three functors, which happen to form two adjunctions Λ ⊣ W ⊣ Υ : Prox → Pos. Since W : Pos ֒→ Prox is an embedding, Pos is thus a reflective and correflective subcategory of Prox. This means that ΛWS = S = ΥWS holds for every poset S , so that posets are exactly the proxets where the proximities are evaluated only in 0 or 1; and that ΛA and ΥA are respectively the initial and the final poset induced by the proxet A, as witnessed by the obvious morphisms WΥA → A → WΛA. The same universal properties extend to a correspondence between intensional proxets and preorders. A different family of examples is induced by metric spaces: any metric space X with a distance map d : X × X → [0, ∞] can be viewed as a proxet with the proximity map
Proxets are thus a common generalization of posets and metric spaces. But the usual metric distances are symmetric, i.e. satisfy d(x, y) = d(y, x), whereas the proximities need not be. The inverse of (4) maps any proximity to a quasimetric d(x, y) = − log (x ⊢ y) [36] , whereas intensional proximities induce pseudo-quasi-metrics [37] . For a concrete family of examples of quasi-metrics, take any family of sets X ⊆ ℘X, and define
The distance of x and y is thus the number of elements of y that are not in x. This induces the proximity (x ⊢ y) = 2 −|y\x| . If X is a set of documents, viewed as bags (multisets) of terms, then both constructions can be generalized to count the difference in the numbers of the occurrences of terms in documents, and the set difference becomes multiset subtraction.
Proximity or distance? The isomorphism
−x is easily seen to lift to an isomorphism between the category of proxets, as categories enriched over the multiplicative monoid [0, 1] and the category of generalized metric spaces, as categories enriched over the additive monoid [0, ∞]. Categorical studies of generalized metric spaces were initiated in [25] , continued in denotational semantics of programming languages [34, 6, 24] , and have recently turned out to be useful for quantitative distinctions in ecology [27] . The technical results of this paper could equivalently be stated in the framework of generalized metric spaces. While this would have an advantage of familiarity to certain communities, the geometric intuitions that come with metrics turn out to be misleading when imposed on the applications that are of interest here. The lifting of infima and suprema is fairly easy from posets to proxets, but leads to mysterious looking operations over metrics. In any case, the universal properties of matrix decompositions do not seem to have been studied in either framework so far.
Derived proxets and notations
Any proxets A, B give rise to other proxets by following standard constructions:
• the dual (or opposite) proxet A, with the same underlying set and the proximity (x ⊢ y ) A = (y ⊢ x ) A ;
• the product proxet A × B over the cartesian product of the underlying sets, and the proximity (
• the power proxet B A over the monotone maps, i.e. Prox(A, B) as the underlying set, with the proximity
There are natural correspondences of proxet morphisms
Notations. In any proxet A, it is often convenient to abbreviate (x ⊢ y ) A = 1 to x ≤ 3 Vectors, limits, adjunctions
Upper and lower vectors
Having generalized posets to proxets, we proceed to lift the concepts of the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound. Let (S , ⊑) be a poset and let L, U ⊆ S be a lower set and an upper set, respectively, in the sense that
Then an element denoted L is supremum of L, and U is the infimum of U, if all x, y ∈ A satisfy
We generalize these definitions to proxet limits in (7) (8) . To generalize the lower sets, over which the suprema are taken, and the upper sets for infima, observe that any upper set U ⊆ S corresponds to a monotone map − → U : S → {0, 1}, whereas every lower set L corresponds to an antitone map ← − L : S → {0, 1}, where S is the dual proxet defined in Sec. 2.2.
Definition 3.1 An upper and a lower vector in a proxet A are the monotone maps
− → υ : A → [0, 1] and ← − λ : A → [0, 1].
The sets of vectors
A form proxets, with the proximities computed in terms of the infima
Remark. Note that the defining condition for upper vectors (x ⊢ y) ≤ − → υ x ⊢ − → υ y , and the defining condition for 
Limits
The proxet A is complete under infima (resp. suprema) if every upper (resp. lower) vector has an infimum (resp. supremum), which thus yield the operations : ⇑ A → A and : ⇓ A → A Remarks. Condition (7) generalizes (5), whereas (8) generalizes (6) . Note how proximity operation ⊢ over [0,1], defined in (1), plays in (7-8) the role that the implication ⇒ over {0, 1} played in (5) (6) . This is justified by the fact that ⊢ is adjoint to the multiplication in [0, 1], in the sense of (2), in the same sense in which ⇒ is adjoint to the meet in {0, 1}, or in any Heyting algebra, in the sense of (
An element w of a poset S is an upper bound of L ⊆ S if it satisfies just one direction of (5), i.e.
Ditto for the lower bounds. In a proxet A, u is an upper bound of ← − λ and ℓ is a lower bound of
Using (2) and instantiating y to u in the first inequality, and x to ℓ in the second one, these conditions can be shown to be equivalent with ← − λ x ≤ (x ⊢ u ) A and − → υ y ≤ (ℓ ⊢ y ) A , which characterize the upper and the lower bounds in proxets.
Completions
Each element a of a proxet A induces two representable vectors
It is easy to see that these maps induce proximity morphisms ∆ : A → ⇑ A and ∇ : A → ⇓ A, which correspond to the categorical Yoneda embeddings [29, Sec. III.2]. They make ⇑ A into the lower completion, and ⇓ A into the upper completion of the proxet A.
Proposition 3.3 ⇑ A is upper complete and ⇓
A is lower complete. Moreover, they are universal, in the sense that
Adjunctions Proposition For any proximity morphism f
The morphisms f * and f * are unique, whenever they exist. 
Definition 3.5 An upper adjoint is a proximity morphism satisfying (a-c) of Prop. 3.4; a lower adjoint satisfies (d-f). A (proximity) adjunction between proxets A and B is a pair of proximity morphisms f
* : A ⇄ B : f * related
as in (b-c) and (e-f).
Projectors and nuclei Proposition 3.6 For any adjunction f
* : A ⇄ B : f * holds (a) ⇐⇒ (b) and (c) ⇐⇒ (d), where (a) ∀xy ∈ B. ( f * x ⊢ f * y ) A = (x ⊢ y ) B (b) f * f * = id B (c) ∀xy ∈ A. ( f * x ⊢ f * y ) B = (x ⊢ y ) A (d) f * f * = idf = { x, y ∈ A × B | f * x = y ∧ x = f * y}
Cones and cuts
The cone operations are the proximity morphisms
These morphisms are induced by the universal properties of the Yoneda embeddings ∇ and ∆ as completions, stated in Prop. 3.3. Since by definition ∆ # preserves suprema, and ∇ # preserves infima, Prop. 3.4 implied that each of them is an adjoint, and it is not hard to see that they form the adjunction ∆ # : ⇓ A ⇄ ⇑ A : ∇ # . Spelling them out yields
is the proximity of ← − λ to a as its upper bound, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. Visually, ∆ # ← − λ a thus measures the cone from ← − λ to a, whereas ∇ # − → υ a measures the cone from a to − → υ .
Proposition 3.10 For every
The transpositions make the following subproxets isomorphic
The A-infima are constructed in ⇓ A, and A suprema are constructed in ⇑ A.
Corollary 3.13 A proxet A has all suprema if and only if it has all infima.
Dedekind-MacNeille completion is a special case. If A is a poset, viewed by (3) as the proxet WA, then WA is the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of A [28] . The above construction extends the Dedekind-MacNeille completion to the more general framework of proxets, in the sense that it satisfies in the universal property of the DedekindMacNeille completion [2] . The construction seems to be novel in the familiar frameworks of metric and quasi-metric spaces. However, Quantitative Concept Analysis requires that we lift this construction to matrices. 
Proximity matrices and their decomposition 4.1 Definitions, connections Definition 4.1 A proximity matrix Φ from proxet A to proxet B is a vector
(x | = z) (Φ ;Ψ) = y∈B (x | = y) Φ · (y | = z) Ψ
With this composition and the identity matrices Id
A , proxets and proxet matrices form the category Matr.
Remark. Note that the defining condition (u
⊢ x) · (y ⊢ v) ≤ (x | = y) Φ ⊢ (u | = v) Φ , which says that Φ is a proximity morphism A × B → [0, 1], can be equivalently written (u ⊢ x) · (x | = y) Φ · (y ⊢ v) ≤ (u | = v) Φ(9)
Definition 4.2 The dual Φ ‡ : B A of a matrix Φ : A B has the entries
Remarks. It is easy to see by Prop. 3.10 that (x ⊢ y ) Φ ≤ (x ⊢ y ) Φ ‡ ‡ holds for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B, and that Φ is a suspension if and only if there is some Ψ : B A such that Φ = Ψ ‡ . It is easy to see that Φ ≤ Ψ ⇒ Φ ‡ ≥ Ψ ‡ , and 
Definition 4.6 A decomposition of a matrix Φ : A B consists of a proxet D, with
• projection matrix P : A D, i.e. (d ⊢ d ′ ) D = x∈A (d | = x) P ‡ · (x | = d ′ ) P , • embedding matrix E : D B, i.e. (d ⊢ d ′ ) D = y∈B (d | = y) E · (y | = d ′ ) E ‡ , such that Φ = P ; E, i.e. (x | = y) Φ = d∈D (x | = d) P · (d | = y) E .
Matrices as adjunctions. A matrix Φ :
A B can be equivalently presented as either of the proximity morphisms Φ • and Φ
• , which extend to Φ * and Φ * using Thm. 3.3
Both extensions, and their nucleus, are summarized in diagram (11) .
The adjunction Φ * : ⇓ A ⇄ ⇑ B : Φ * means that
holds. The other way around, it can be shown that any adjunction between ⇓ A and ⇑ B is completely determined by the induced matrix from A to B. 
Matrix decomposition through nucleus
Prop. 3.10 readily lifts to matrices.
Proposition 4.8 For every
The adjunction Φ * : A ⇄ B : Φ * induces the isomorphisms between the following proxets
with the proximity
Definition 4.9 Φ is called the nucleus of the matrix Φ.
Its elements are the Φ-cuts.
Theorem 4.10 The matrix Φ : A B decomposes through Φ into
• the projection P
and
• the embedding E * :
Universal properties
Any proxet morphism f : A → B induces two matrices, Ω f : A B and ℧ f : B A with When A and B are discrete posets, i.e. with all elements incomparable, then any binary relation R ⊆ A×B can be viewed as a proxet matrix between them. Restricting to the vectors that take their values in 0 and 1 yields ⇓ A (℘A, ⊆) and ⇑ B (℘B, ⊇). The concept lattice of FCA then arises from the Galois connection R * : ⇓ A ⇄ ⇑ B : R * as the concept lattice R . Restricted to {0, 1}-valued matrices between discrete sets A and B, Prop. 4.12 thus yields a universal construction of a lattice ∨-generated by A and ∧-generated by B. The FCA concept lattice derived from a context Φ is thus its posetal nucleus Φ . This universal property is closely related with the methods and results of [2, 16] .
Lifting The Basic Theorem of FCA. The Basic Theorem of FCA says that every complete lattice can be realized as a concept lattice, namely the the one induced by the context of its own partial order. For quantitative concept analysis, this is an immediate consequence of Prop.4.12, which implies a proxet A is complete if and only if Id A = Id A . Intuitively, this just says that nucleus, as a completion, preserves the structure that it completes, and must therefore be idempotent, as familiar from the Dedekind-MacNeille construction. It should be noted that this property does not generalize beyond proxets.
Representable concepts and their proximities
Decomposition without completion
The problem with factoring matrices Φ : A B through Φ in practice is that Φ is a large, always infinite structure. The proxet Φ is the completion of the matrix Φ : A B in the sense that it is
• the subproxet of the -completion ⇓ A of A, spanned by the vectors ← − α = Φ * Φ * ← − α ,
• the subproxet of the -completion ⇑ B of B, spanned by the vectors
Since there are always uncountably many lower and upper vectors, and the completions ⇓ A and ⇑ B are infinite, Φ follows suit. But can we extract a small set of generators of Φ , still supporting a decomposition of the matrix Φ. • lower representable concepts
Notation. The elements of ♦Φ are written in the form ♦x = ← − ♦x, − → ♦x , and thus 
are such that P : A ♦Φ is a projection, E : ♦Φ B is an embedding, and P ; E = Φ.
Computing proximities of representable concepts
To apply these constructions to the ratings matrix from Sec. 1, we first express the star ratings as numbers between 0 and 1. where we also abbreviated the user names to U = {A, D, S , T, L} and the item names to J = {n, c, i, b}. Now we can compute the representable concepts ♦ϕ ∈ ♦Φ according to Def. 5.1, using (10): The proximities between all representable concepts can now be computed in the form
since the proximity in ♦Φ is just the proximity in ∇Φ, which is a subproxet ot ⇓ U, so its proximity is by Def. 3.1 the pointwise minimum. Hence 
Discussion and future work
What has been achieved? We generalized posets to proxets in Sec. 2 and 3, and lifted in Sec. 4 the FCA concept lattice construction to the corresponding construction over proxets, that allow capturing quantitative information. Both constructions share the same universal property, captured by the nucleus functor in Sec. 4.3. In both cases, the concepts are captured by cuts, echoing Dedekind's construction of the reals, and MacNeille's minimal completion of a poset. But while finite contexts yield finite concept lattices in FCA, in our analysis they yield infinitely many quantitative concepts. This is a consequence of introducing the infinite set of quantities [0,1]. The same phenomenon occurs in LSA [10] , which allows the entire real line of quantities, and the finite sets of users and items span real vector spaces, that play the same role as our proxet completions. The good news is that the infinite vector space of latent concepts in LSA comes with a canonical basis of finitely many singular vectors, and that our proxet of latent concepts also has a finite generator, spelled out in Sec. 5. The bad news is that the generator described there is not a canonical basis of dominant latent concepts, with the suitable extremal properties, but an ad hoc basis determined by the given sets of users and items. Due to a lack of space, the final step of the analysis, finding the basis of dominant latent concepts, had to be left for a future paper. This task can be reduced to some familiar optimization problems. More interestingly, and perhaps more effectively, this task can also addressed using qualitative FCA and its concept scaling methods [13] . The most effective form of concept analysis may thus very well be a combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis tools. Our analysis of the numeric matrix, extracted from the given star ratings, should be supplemented by standard FCA analyses of a family of relational contexts scaled by various thresholds. We conjecture that the resulting relational concepts will be the projections of the dominant latent concepts arising from quantitative analysis. If that is the case, then the relational concepts can be used to guide computation of quantitative concepts.
This view of the quantitative and the qualitative concept analyses as parts of a putative general FCA toolkit raises an interesting question of their relation with LSA and the spectral methods of concept analysis [10, 1] , which seem different. Some preliminary discussions on this question can be found in [31, 32] . While FCA captures a particle view of network traffic, where the shortest path determines the proximity of two network nodes, LSA corresponds to the wave view of the traffic, where the proximity increases with the number of paths. Different application domains seem to justify different views, and call for a broad view of all concept mining methods as parts of the same general toolkit.
